We have studied the threshold production and decay angular + -distribution of neutral charmed mesons produced in e e annihila- 
In this Letter we examine angular distributions in reactions (1) and (2) in order to test the three possible D,D* spin assign..:
ments if one assumes that the sum of the spins for the D and the D* is less than two. We show that under this assumption the D is spinless, the D* has spin one and their relative parity is even.5
Considerable information on the spin and parity of the D and D* comes from a study of the D* production and decay modes. OUr observation of either
pro uce 1.n e e ~ D D or D D implies that the D and D* cannot both be spinless. 7 Observation of D* ~ Dn implies that the D and b* must have even relative parity if one meson has spin zero and the other has spin one. This last observation is quite helpful for it allows unique predictions for the production and decay angular distributions of D ~ Kn in reaction (l) under the two spin assignments we will further consider, 
We shall compare these distributions to the data.
The present analysis is based on about 35,000 hadron events produced in This possibility has now been ruled out.
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11.
Neutral two-body combinations with both tracks lacking time-of-flight are dropped from the analysis. This occurs for about lo% of the combinations.
12.
Background effects were included by the addition of a 15% isotropic back-.ground in both production and decay angular distributions. The assumption 2 of background isotropy was checked by background events from 50 MeV/c sidebands in the Kn invariant mass distribution. 14. Errors in the calculation of the expected curves are not included in these x 2 calculations.
15. We note that there is a 1.5 standard deviation inconsistency in the widths of the peaks of Fig. 2 (c) Production polar distribution for D 0 in reaction (2). Solid curve is deduced from fit; here "theta" = e. 
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